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Abstract— In this work, we propose a singularity-robust
whole-body control framework that ensures smooth task tran-
sitions while maintaining strict priorities. The weighted gener-
alized inverse is adopted to derive a hierarchical control law
compatible with singular and redundant tasks. Moreover, a
smooth activation matrix is proposed to continuously shape
both null-space projectors and task-level control actions. Vali-
dation has been conducted in MATLAB/Simulink and MuJoCo
simulations with Rollin’ Justin.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advanced whole-body controllers have been increasingly
deployed on humanoids and mobile manipulators for applica-
tions in cluttered, human-shared environments. To exploit the
high degrees of freedom (DOF) of such systems, whole-body
control frameworks generally employ a hierarchical structure
of tasks, assigned with either soft or strict priorities. A strict
hierarchy is usually preferred when executing safety-critical
tasks. This can be realized through various methods, in-
cluding null-space projections [1]–[3], hierarchical quadratic
programming (HQP) [4], [5], and prioritized model pre-
dictive control (MPC) [6]–[8]. Although optimization-based
approaches are advantageous for incorporating inequality
constraints, they often demand intensive computations due to
the complex search problem [9], and it remains challenging
to conduct formal analysis of their stability properties [10].

Among approaches using null-space projections, passivity-
based methods [11]–[15] leverage the inherent passivity
properties of robot dynamics to minimize decoupling com-
pensation, thus enhancing robustness against model uncer-
tainties [16]. Recent works have extended the regulation
case [11] to the tracking case, achieving uniform asymptotic
stability [12] as well as uniform exponential stability and pas-
sivity [15]. However, these approaches can only be applied in
the absence of kinematic singularities and task conflicts, and
they do not allow arbitrary task dimensions. Such limitations
are addressed in [13] by utilizing the weighted generalized
inverse (WGI) [17]. Nevertheless, both [13] and its adaptive
version [14] are designed for pure motion control but not for
interaction control. To ensure safe physical interactions with
humans and the environment, desired interaction behavior of
the robot must be integrated into control design.

Singular tasks or their specific directions can be disabled
without affecting the control of higher-priority tasks [3],
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Fig. 1. Our approach ensures smooth task transitions during singularities
(left) and shifts controllability of disabled tasks to lower-level ones while
preserving the strict priorities of the remaining task hierarchy (right), as
demonstrated in simulations with the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin.

[18]. However, online modification of the task hierarchy
may cause discontinuous control inputs during transitions
[19]–[24]. For projection-based approaches, smooth activa-
tion functions [20], [21], [23] can be applied to mitigate
discontinuous projector updates. Yet, selecting appropriate
truncation thresholds for matrix decomposition and activation
functions remains challenging, especially for hierarchies with
tasks having different physical units of measurement.

In this work, we propose a singularity-robust whole-body
tracking and interaction controller that ensures smooth task
transitions during singularities while maintaining a strict
hierarchy. Our approach extends previous works [12], [15]
by using WGI-based null-space projectors, overcoming their
aforementioned limitations, i.e., singularity-free operation
and restricted task dimensions. Compared to [13], our ap-
proach can suitably handle physical interactions by design.
It achieves decoupled interaction behavior for each task as
in [15] and can account for external forces/torques from
disabled tasks via null-space compliance. Additionally, we
integrate a smooth activation matrix into the prioritized
Jacobian and its WGI. A direct link between the singular
values of the prioritized Jacobian and the eigenvalues of
the task-space inertia is provided to facilitate an intuitive
threshold selection. The proposed approach is validated via
MATLAB/Simulink and MuJoCo simulations of the hu-
manoid robot Rollin’ Justin.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Robot Dynamics and Task Hierarchy

Consider the rigid-body dynamics of a fully-actuated robot
with n DOF:

M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = τ + τ ext , (1)

where q ∈ Rn describes the joint positions with time deriva-
tives q̇, q̈. The inertia matrix M(q) is symmetric positive
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definite, and the Coriolis/centrifugal matrix C(q, q̇) satisfies
the passivity property. Gravitational effects are denoted by
g(q). System inputs include the actuator forces/torques τ
and the external ones τ ext exerted by the environment.

In prioritized multitask control, a robot executes r ≥ 2
tasks simultaneously. Task i has a higher priority than task j
if i < j ≤ r. We denote the coordinate of task i and its time
derivative as

xi := f i(q) ∈ Rmi , ẋi = J i(q)q̇ , (2)

where mi is the task dimension, f i : Rn → Rmi the differ-
entiable map, and J i(q) := ∂f i(q)/∂q the Jacobian matrix.
The control goal for task i is to track a reference trajec-
tory xi,des(t), ẋi,des(t), ẍi,des(t) ∈ Rmi over time t, while
responding stably to the external force/torque F ext

ẋi
∈ Rmi

collocated to ẋi with a desired impedance. Task errors are
defined as x̃i = xi − xi,des(t) with time derivatives ˙̃xi, ¨̃xi.
In the following, dependencies on q, q̇, t are omitted in the
notations for the sake of simplicity.

B. Inertia-Weighted Pseudoinverse - The Nonsingular Case

Task priorities are maintained when the control input for
task i, denoted by τ i ∈ Rn, does not interfere with the
control goal of any higher-priority task during the transient.
This can be achieved by projecting τ i onto the null space of
Jaug

i−1M
−1, with the augmented Jacobian matrix defined as

Jaug
i−1 :=

[
JT

1 . . . JT
i−1

]T
∈ R

∑i−1
j=1 mj×n . (3)

To this end, the null-space projector N i−1 ∈ Rn×n that
ensures the dynamic consistency condition [25], [26]:
N i−1τ i ∈ null(Jaug

i−1M
−1), can be recursively computed by

[3], [27]

N0 = I ; N i := N i−1 − J̄
T
i J̄

M+,T
i (4)

for i = 1, . . . , r. Herein, J̄ i := J iN
T
i−1 ∈ Rmi×n represents

the prioritized Jacobian matrix, and

J̄
M+
i := M−1J̄

T
i (J̄ iM

−1J̄
T
i )

−1 ∈ Rn×mi (5)

is the inertia-weighted pseudoinverse of J̄ i [25]. When

the stacked matrix J̄ :=
[
J̄

T
1 . . . J̄

T
r

]T
is invertible, its

inverse is given by [11]

J̄
−1

=
[
J̄

M+
1 . . . J̄

M+
r

]
. (6)

However, this requires: 1)
∑r

i=1 mi = n; 2) Jaug
r is non-

singular. These conditions form the main limitations of the
hierarchical controllers developed in [12], [15].

C. Weighted Generalized Inverse - The General Case

Indeed, J̄M+
i represents a special case of the WGI intro-

duced in [17], which does not require J̄ i to have full row
rank. Given rank(J̄ i) = pi ≤ mi, and a full-rank decompo-
sition J̄ i = F iGi where F i ∈ Rmi×pi , Gi ∈ Rpi×n, and
rank(F i) = rank(Gi) = pi. The WGI of J̄ i is given by [17]

J̄
#
i := W−1

q̇ GT
i (GiW

−1
q̇ GT

i )
−1(F T

i W viF i)
−1F T

i W vi ,
(7)

where the metrics W q̇ ∈ Rn×n and W vi
∈ Rmi×mi are

symmetric positive definite matrices; the subscripts indicate
the respective vector space of the metric. The vector vi

is obtained by the transformation vi := J̄ iq̇. Apparently, if
pi = mi, by choosing [28]

W q̇ := M , Gi := J̄ i , W vi
:= I , F i := I

we get J̄#
i = J̄

M+
i (cf . (5)). When J̄ i may not have full

row rank, SVD and QR decomposition can be utilized to find
a full-rank decomposition for J̄ i, see e. g. , [29, Appendix B]
and [30, Appendix B].

Here, we briefly outline the formulation of N i based on
the SVD of weighted J̄ i. In this work, we assign W q̇ := M
and W vi

:= I such that the resulting N i are equivalent
to those in (4) in the absence of singularity. Given the
Cholesky decomposition W q̇ = Lq̇L

T
q̇ , where Lq̇ ∈ Rn×n

is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements.
The reduced SVD of J̄ iL

−T
q̇ yields

J̄ iL
−T
q̇ = U iΣiV

T
i =⇒ J̄ i = U iΣiV

T
i L

T
q̇ , (8)

where U i ∈ Rmi×pi ,Σi ∈ Rpi×pi ,V i ∈ Rn×pi have rank
pi; U i and V i are orthogonal matrices. The diagonal
matrix Σi := diag{σi,k} with k = 1, . . . , pi contains the
positive singular values σi,1 > . . . > σi,pi

> 0. A valid full-
rank decomposition of J̄ i is obtained by1 F i := U i and
Gi := ΣiV

T
i L

T
q̇ . Using this decomposition in (7) leads to

J̄
#
i = L−T

q̇ V iΣ
−1
i UT

i . (9)

Base on (8)–(9), the recursive step in (4) can be modified to

N i := N i−1 − J̄
T
i J̄

#,T
i = N i−1 −Lq̇V iV

T
i L

−1
q̇ . (10)

The WGI with the chosen metrics has the properties [17]:

J̄ iJ̄
#
i J̄ i = J̄ i , J̄

#
i J̄ iJ̄

#
i = J̄

#
i , J̄ iJ̄

#
i = J̄

#,T
i J̄

T
i .
(11)

The WGI of J̄ is given by J̄
#
=

[
J̄

#
1 . . . J̄

#
r

]
[13].

D. Assumptions

We make the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: Redundant tasks can be designed such that∑r
i=1 mi >= n.
Assumption 2: J̄ always maintains full column rank, i.e.,

rank(J̄) = n.
Assumption 3: Measurements or estimations of τ ext and

all F ext
ẋi

are available.
Under Assumptions 1–2, the conditions J̄

#
J̄ = I and

J̄ J̄
#
= diag{J̄ iJ̄

#
i } hold [13]. Both assumptions are satis-

fied, when a n-DOF posture task is defined on the lowest
level [31], [32]. To address Assumption 3, F ext

ẋi
can2 be

measured by force/torque sensors mounted at the specified
interaction locations, such as the end-effectors, or estimated
by exploiting sensing redundancy [33]; τ ext can be estimated
using the momentum-based observer [34].

1Note that for any A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Rn×n, if rank(B) = n, then
rank(AB) = rank(A).

2When task r is defined as a n-DOF posture regulation task, F ext
ẋr

can be
designed to realize null-space compliance, as will be shown in Section IV-C.



III. SMOOTH TASK TRANSITIONS THROUGH
CONTINUOUS ACTIVATION

A. Physically Intuitive Threshold in SVD
The SVD in (8) is typically truncated according to a

manually selected threshold to prevent unbounded WGI.
This can be challenging in practice, when the tasks have
diverse physical units of measurement. In the following, we
establish the relation between the singular values obtained in
(8) and the eigenvalues of the task-space inertia, facilitating
an intuitive and physically motivated threshold selection.

Performing the coordinate transformation q̇ = J̄
#
v in (1)

yields

Λv̇ + µv = J̄
#,T

(τ + τ ext − g) , (12a)

Λ := J̄
#,T

MJ̄
#

, µ := J̄
#,T

(CJ̄
#
+M ˙̄J#) , (12b)

where Λ and µ are the task-space inertia and Cori-
olis/centrifugal matrix, respectively; Λ = diag{Λi} with
Λi := J̄

#,T
i MJ̄

#
i ∈ Rmi×mi . The pseudoinverse of Λi is

defined as Λ#
i := J̄ iM

−1J̄
T
i [35]. Using (8)–(9), we obtain

Λi = U iΣ
−2
i UT

i , Λ#
i = U iΣ

2
iU

T
i , (13)

where Σ2
i = diag{σ2

i,k} and Σ−2
i is its inverse. It can be

straightforwardly verified that

ΛiΛ
#
i = J̄ iJ̄

#
i , ΛiΛ

#
i Λi = Λi , Λ#

i ΛiΛ
#
i = Λ#

i .
(14)

Let Ū i ∈ Rmi×(mi−pi) denote the orthogonal comple-
ment of U i, the eigen-decomposition of Λi can be written
as [3]

Λi =
[
U i Ū i

] [Σ−2
i

0

][
UT

i

Ū
T
i

]
. (15)

Therefore, λi,k := 1/σ2
i,k with k = 1, . . . , pi are the nonzero

eigenvalues of Λi. The columns of U i corresponding to
large eigenvalues in (15) indicate uncontrollable directions
near singularities [3], [18]. Hence, the truncation threshold
δi of the singular values [σi,1, . . . , σi,pi ] is equivalent to the
inverse square root of the maximum allowable eigenvalue
of Λi. This insight enables a more physically meaningful
selection of δi based on task inertia properties. For example,
δi can be chosen to limit the achievable reflected mass of a
Cartesian task for ensuring collision safety [36], [37].

On the other hand, applying truncated SVD in (8) yields
an approximated WGI. This approximation is considered
negligible in the literature, as δi is usually set close to
machine precision. However, when δi is chosen with more
physical relevance, as suggested in this work, it may affect
the block-diagonal structure3 of J̄ J̄

#, which is crucial
for the controller design in Section IV-B. Therefore, J̄ i

should be substituted by U iΣiV
T
i L

T
q̇ after performing the

truncated SVD. This substitution is incorporated into the
smooth transition strategy, as will be shown in Section III-B.

Remark 1: Although the eigen-decomposition (15) has
been presented in [3], a direct relation to the SVD truncation
thresholds was not provided.

3J̄J̄
# may then have nonzero entries in its upper triangular blocks.

B. Smooth Task Transitions

Another issue with truncated SVD is the sudden change
of subspaces when a singular value is crossing the threshold,
causing discontinuous control actions. In [20], an activation
matrix was introduced to realize smooth transitions of the
projectors. We extend this concept by integrating the acti-
vation matrix into both J̄ i and J̄

#
i to smoothly shape the

task-level control action. The activation matrix is defined as

Ai := diag{ai(σi,k)} ,∀k = 1, . . . , pi . (16)

We choose each activation function ai : R+ → [0, 1] as [38]

ai(σi,k) :=


0 σi,k < δi − hi

6∆5
i − 15∆4

i + 10∆3
i δi − hi ≤ σi,k ≤ δi

1 δi < σi,k

(17)
with 0 < hi < δi and ∆i := (σi,k − δi + hi)/hi. The fifth-
order polynomial ensures zero first and second derivatives at
the boundaries. Finally, we integrate this activation matrix
into the computation of J̄ i, J̄

#
i , and N i as

J̄ i := U iAiΣiV
T
i L

T
q̇ , J̄

#
i := L−T

q̇ V iAiΣ
−1
i UT

i , (18a)

N i := N i−1 −Lq̇V iAiV
T
i L

−1
q̇ . (18b)

IV. SINGULARITY-ROBUST WHOLE-BODY TRACKING
AND INTERACTION CONTROL

A. Coordinate Transformation

As in [12], [15], we develop a control law formulated in
the original task-space variables x and ẋ. This requires the
determination of the transformation from ẋ to v, denoted
by4 v = Bẋ. In [13], the matrix T ∈ R

∑r
i=1 mi×

∑r
i=1 mi of

the inverse transformation ẋ = Tv has been derived as

T =


I 0 0 . . . 0

J2J̄
#
1 I 0 . . . 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . 0

JrJ̄
#
1 JrJ̄

#
2 . . . . . . I

 . (19)

Since T is invertible [13], we have B = T−1. Thus, B fea-
tures a lower block-triangular structure with identity matrices
on the diagonal. The following proposition establishes the
analytical expression of the lower triangular blocks of B.

Proposition 1: The (i, j)-block of B for i > j is given by

Bi,j = −J iΦi,jJ̄
#
j ∈ Rmi×mj , Φi,j :=

i−1∏
k=j+1

I−J̄#
k Jk ,

(20)
where Φi,i−1 = I , and

∏
is the left matrix multiplication.

Proof: Based on (19), it can be verified that
vi = ẋi − J i

∑i−1
j=1 J̄

#
j vj for i = 2, . . . , r. The proof fol-

lows directly from the induction in [15, Appendix B].
By leveraging the structure of T , we develop an efficient iter-
ative algorithm for computing B, as presented in Appendix.

4Note that the derivation of B in [15] requires Jaug
r to be invertible.



B. Control Law

Since task transitions are typically faster than the system
dynamics, as indicated in [20], we assume that the activation
matrix Ai only has entries of 1 or 0 in the following. Thus,
the properties from (11) are preserved for the shaped matrices
in (18a). The control law is expressed as

τ = g + τµ +

r∑
i=1

J̄
T
i F i,ctrl . (21)

Here, τµ := J̄
T
(µ− µ̄)v with µ̄ containing the main-

diagonal blocks extracted from µ. Thus, τµ compensates for
the cross-couplings within µv [11]. The term F i,ctrl ∈ Rmi

represents the task-level control law to be designed. Applying
(21) to (12a), while considering (11) and the block-diagonal
structure of Λ, µ̄, and J̄ J̄

#, we can express the dynamics
of each task separately as

Λiv̇i + µivi = J̄
#,T
i J̄

T
i F i,ctrl + J̄

#,T
i τ ext (22)

for i = 1, . . . , r, where µi is the i-th diagonal block of µ̄.
The task-level control law is designed as

F i,ctrl := F i,ff + F i,imp + F dyn
i,comp + F ext

i,comp , (23a)

F i,ff := Λiẍi,des + µiẋi,des , (23b)

F i,imp := −Kix̃i −Di
˙̃xi , (23c)

F dyn
i,comp := Λi

i−1∑
j=1

(
Bi,jẍj,ref + Ḃi,jẋj

)
+ µi

i−1∑
j=1

Bi,jẋj ,

(23d)

F ext
i,comp := J̄

#,T
i J̄

T
i F

ext
ẋi
− J̄

#,T
i τ ext . (23e)

As in [15], the terms (23b)–(23e) correspond to the feed-
forward control, the proportional-derivative (PD) control,
the dynamics decoupling (F dyn

1,comp = 0), and the exter-
nal force/torque decoupling, respectively. The stiffness and
damping matrices are defined as Ki = ΛiΛ

#
i K̄iΛiΛ

#
i and

Di = ΛiΛ
#
i D̄iΛiΛ

#
i , respectively; K̄i and D̄i are suppose

to be symmetric positive definite. This definition ensures that
Ki and Di comply with the controllable task directions [18].
The reference acceleration ẍj,ref is defined as

ẍj,ref := ẍj,des+Λ#
j

(
F ext

ẋj
− (µj +Dj) ˙̃xj −Kjx̃j

)
(24)

for 1 ≤ j < r. The main advantage of the proposed control
law over [15] is its compatibility with rank-deficient J̄ i.

Applying (23) to (22) and considering the properties (11),
(14), we obtain

Λi(¨̃xi + γi) + µi
˙̃xi +Di

˙̃xi +Kix̃i = ΛiΛ
#
i F

ext
ẋi

(25)

for i = 1, . . . , r, where γi denotes the top-down disturbances

γ1 = 0 ; γi :=

i−1∑
j=1

Bi,j(ẍj−ẍj,ref) , ∀i = 2, . . . , r . (26)

The following proposition justifies that γi is indeed canceled
out through F dyn

i,comp, even if higher-level tasks may lose rank.
Proposition 2: Under Assumption 3, the disturbance term

γi vanishes for i = 2, . . . , r.

Proof: With ideal external force/torque decoupling,
task 1 achieves the desired closed-loop dynamics (25). Pre-
multiplying it with J̄

#
1 Λ

#
1 and using (11), (14), (24) we

obtain J̄
#
1 (ẍ1 − ẍ1,ref) = 0. By using (20), it follows that

Bi,1(ẍ1 − ẍ1,ref) = −J iΦi,1J̄
#
1 (ẍ1 − ẍ1,ref) = 0 (27)

holds for i = 2, . . . , r. The proof can be established in a
cascaded manner by starting from task j = 2 and showing

γj = 0 =⇒ Bi,j(ẍj−ẍj,ref) = 0 ,∀i = j+1, . . . , r (28)

which leads to the precondition γj+1 = 0 for the subsequent
step. Note that γ2 = 0 follows directly from (27).

Finally, under Proposition 2, the closed-loop dynamics of
task i are given by

Λi
¨̃xi + µi

˙̃xi +Di
˙̃xi +Kix̃i = ΛiΛ

#
i F

ext
ẋi

. (29)

When J̄ i has full row rank (i. e. , ΛiΛ
#
i = I), (29) reduces

to the closed-loop dynamics in [15]. If this holds for all
tasks and

∑r
i=1 mi = n, the proposed controller simplifies5

to [15] and inherits its stability and passivity properties.
Remark 2: Despite the proposed smooth transition strat-

egy in Section III-B, we still observe discontinuities in terms
involving µ, that is, τµ, and at the task level, F i,ff and
F dyn

i,comp, especially for high-dimensional tasks with frequent
rank changes. This occurs because SVD cannot guarantee
continuous factorization for matrices with changing ranks
[39], and computing µ requires the numerical differentiation
of J̄

#. For practical implementation, we recommend: 1)
using advanced filtering techniques for µ; 2) disabling F r,ff

and F dyn
r,comp of task r, thus making it an impedance-based

regulation task. The modification preserves the ability of task
r to ensure stable and compliant behavior at singularities.

C. Null-Space Compliance on the Lowest Level
Given a n-DOF posture task on the lowest level, we

can use its compliance to appropriately manage interaction
forces/torques from disabled (parts of) higher-level tasks.
Under Assumption 3, this is achieved by assigning

F ext
ẋr

:= τ ext −
r−1∑
i=1

JT
i ΛiΛ

#
i F

ext
ẋi

(30)

in (23e) for task r, while τ ext and F ext
ẋi

for i = 1, . . . , r − 1
are estimated or measured. Let τ ext

res denote the residual
external forces/torques in joint space that are not attributed
to any higher-level task, such that6

τ ext − τ ext
res =

r−1∑
i=1

JT
i F

ext
ẋi

. (31)

Then, (30) can be reformulated as

F ext
ẋr

= τ ext
res +

r−1∑
i=1

JT
i (I −ΛiΛ

#
i )F

ext
ẋi

. (32)

Thus, F ext
ẋr

accounts for both τ ext
res and the interaction

forces/torques in the disabled directions of all higher-level
tasks, which will otherwise be fully compensated via (23e).

5In this case, a posture task on the lowest-priority level is not needed.
6The external forces/torques of redundant tasks, i.e., Ji = Jj with i ̸= j,

are only considered once in the sum on the right-hand side of (31).



TABLE I
CONTROLLER GAINS FOR SIMULATION #1

Task Stiffness / Damping
1 (400, 400) N

m , 100 Nm
rad / (100, 100) Ns

m , 40 Nms
rad

2/4 (1000, 1000, 1000) N
m / (100, 100, 100) Ns

m

3/5 (100, 100, 100) Nm
rad / (30, 30, 30) Nms

rad

6 (200, 200) N
m , (50, 150⋆) Nm

rad / (50, 50) Ns
m , (20, 20⋆) Nms

rad
⋆ For all 17 upper-body joints.

V. SIMULATION VALIDATIONS

The proposed approach has been validated in two sim-
ulations with Rollin’ Justin, a humanoid robot featuring
17 torque-controlled DOF in the upper body and a 3-DOF
velocity-controlled mobile platform. An admittance interface
[40] is employed to transform virtual force/torque commands
of the whole-body controller into desired velocities for the
platform’s kinematic controller [41]. The robot model is
simulated in MuJoCo [42], while the control algorithms are
implemented in MATLAB/Simulink, both updated at a time
step of 1ms. The task hierarchy consists of six priority levels:

1) Position and orientation of the platform (m1 = 3);
2) Translational impedance at the right tool center point

(TCP) (m2 = 3);
3) Rotational impedance at the right TCP (m3 = 3);
4) Translational impedance at the left TCP (m4 = 3);
5) Rotational impedance at the left TCP (m5 = 3);
6) Position and orientation of the platform7, and joint

impedance at all upper-body joints (m6 = 20).
The trajectories for tasks 1-5 are obtained through forward
kinematics by using the joint-space trajectories8 of task
6; all trajectories are thus inherently compatible. Accord-
ing to Remark 2, the high-pass rate limiter from [44]
is applied to filter the task-space Coriolis/centrifugal ma-
trix. Also, the feedforward and dynamics decoupling terms
for task 6 are deactivated, as this task is intended for
joint-space regulation during singularities. For both simu-
lations, the default SVD truncation thresholds are set to
[0.04, 0.04, 1, 0.04, 1, 0.1]1/2 for tasks 1-6, respectively.
The chosen thresholds limit the reflected mass at each TCP
to 25 kg and the reflected inertia to 1 kgm2. In the second
simulation, the thresholds for tasks 1, 4, and 5 are multiplied
by 50 at certain times to intentionally disable these tasks.
The parameter hi in (17) is chosen as hi = 0.4 δi for all
tasks. Preliminary simulations suggest 0.2 δi ≤ hi ≤ 0.7 δi
for balanced transition behavior between control smoothness
and tracking performance.
A. Simulation #1: Tracking Trajectories With Singularities

The first simulation demonstrates the smooth transition
behavior achieved by our approach in the presence of sin-
gularities. A circular trajectory is assigned to the platform

7The redundant task definition for the platform allows switching priorities
without modifying the hierarchical structure, such as switching to task 1 for
platform collision avoidance and to task 6 for mobile impedance.

8In practice, coordinated whole-body joint motions are typically generated
by a high-level planner that checks for collisions and joint limits [43]. Carte-
sian impedance tasks 2-5 are necessary for handling physical interactions
and achieving desired convergence properties in task space.
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Fig. 2. Simulation #1. Top diagram: mean value of the varying activation
functions of task 6. Middle diagrams: control torques for torso joints 1 and
2, right arm joint 1, and left arm joint 1. Bottom diagram: Euclidean norm
of the numerical differentiation of all upper-body joints’ control torques.
The yellow shaded areas indicate the transfer of controllability from tasks
2 and 4 to task 6, while the red ones mark the reverse transition.

tasks on levels 1 and 6, while the trajectories for both arms
pass through singular configurations, as shown in Fig. 1
(left). The control parameters are detailed in Table I. Also,
initial position errors are introduced at all upper-body joints.
Fig. 2 illustrates the variations in activation functions of
task 6, the control torques of the selected joints9, and the
Euclidean norm of the numerical differentiation of all upper-
joints’ control torques. As highlighted, the proposed strategy
effectively prevents discontinuous control commands during
task transitions. Fig. 3 shows the Euclidean norms of the
task position errors. The yellow rectangles mark the time
intervals when tasks 2 and 4 are singular. One can observe
that the proposed smooth transition strategy does not have a
noticeable negative influence on the tracking performance.
B. Simulation #2: Physical Interactions With Disabled Tasks

In this simulation, the robot undergoes various physical
interactions across the hierarchy, while tasks 1, 4, and 5
are disabled at certain times. The left arm follows the same
trajectory as in Simulation #1. The platform and the right
arm are commanded to maintain their initial configurations.
The gains for tasks 2-5 are reduced by half of those in Table I
for more compliance. At t = 0 s, task 1 is disabled, shifting
the control of the platform’s DOF to lower-level tasks. At
t = 4.5 s, task 1 is enabled, while tasks 4 and 5 are disabled.
Correspondingly, the simulation is divided into two phases:

• Phase #1 (t = 0∼4 s): A 50N external force applied at
the left TCP (task 4) along the y-axis10.

• Phase #2 (t = 5∼10 s): 50N external forces applied at
the right TCP (tasks 2) along the x- and z-axes and a
30Nm torque at the left TCP (task 5) about the z-axis.

9Because they are most significantly involved in task transitions.
10All task-space external force/torques are represented in the world frame.
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errors of the platform result from the initial and termination steering phases
of the platform controller [41].

Fig. 4 shows the applied interactions and the task position
errors. Snapshots of Phase #1 are provided in Fig. 5. Unlike
in Simulation #1, task 4 does not encounter singularities in
Phase #1 due to task 1 being disabled. Moreover, task 4
achieves its desired impedance, as evident in diagram 6 (left)
of Fig. 4 and the snapshots. In Phase #2, although task 5
is disabled, the robot responds compliantly to the external
torque at the left TCP owing to null-space compliance, as
seen in the bottom diagram (right) and the accompanying
video. Throughout this simulation, the desired interaction
behaviors of tasks 2 and 3 remain undisturbed, demonstrating
the effective external force/torque decoupling in task space.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a strictly prioritized whole-body
tracking and interaction controller that achieves smooth task
transitions during singularities. The limitations of previous
works on singularity-free operation and overall task dimen-
sion have been eliminated by utilizing WGI-based null-space
projectors. An activation matrix was applied to smoothly
shape the prioritized Jacobian matrix and its WGI. Under
physical interactions across the hierarchy, the proposed ap-
proach effectively decouples external forces/torques in task
space. Validation has been carried out in MATLAB/Simulink
and MuJoCo simulations. Future work will involve con-
ducting formal passivity analysis, developing methods for
handling SVD discontinuities caused by rank changes, and
performing real robot experiments.

APPENDIX

Algorithm 1 is inspired by the inverse of a 2-by-2 lower
triangular-block matrix with invertible diagonal blocks:
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]−1

=

[
T−1

A 0

−T−1
C TBT

−1
A T−1

C

]
.

The idea is to recursively compute T−1
A . Since T in (19) has

identities on the diagonal, no matrix inversion is needed.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Computation of B

Require: J2, . . . ,Jr; J̄#
1 , . . . , J̄

#
r−1

Ensure: B = T−1

B ← I ∈ R
∑r

i=1 mi×
∑r

i=1 mi

J#,aug ← J̄
#
1

T−1
A ← I ∈ Rm1×m1

k ← m1

for i = 2 : r do
TB ← J iJ

#,aug

T−1
C ← I ∈ Rmi×mi (for explanation purposes only)

B(k + 1 : k +mi, 1 : k)← −T−1
C TBT

−1
A

if i < r then
J#,aug ← [J#,aug, J̄

#
i ]

k ← k +mi

T−1
A ← B(1 : k, 1 : k)

end if
end for
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